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PREFACE
Entering the second year of my master programme was a thrilling moment for me. Although I had
a clear interest in air quality, I still did not know what I would do with my thesis. With some help
from the thesis coordinator – Wichertje Bron of the Environmental Systems Analysis (ESA) chair
group, I finally found an interesting topic related to air quality and human health. I made my
decision that I wanted to work on this topic right after the first meeting with Arnold van Vliet who
then become my thesis supervisor.
By reading the literature in the proposal phase, I realised that hay fever is quite a burden in
developed countries, including the Netherlands. I was impressed by the large number of studies
related to this topic, which made me become more motivated to do this research. In this study, I
analysed the combination of pollen and pollutants exposure to hay fever symptoms scores which
were provided by the citizen science project Allergieradar.nl.
The journey of completing the work had a lot of ups and downs. Therefore, I consider it as another
of life’s achievements. I always enjoyed the experience and the day to day work in the thesis office
of the ESA chair group – Lumen building. I would also give my gratitude to the following people
who contributed to the completion of this thesis;
First, Dr Ir. Arnold van Vliet who I consider as a humble person and a very helpful supervisor. Thank
you for the advice, constructive and detailed comments, and the motivation during the weekly
meetings. Working under your supervision has always been an inspiration for me. Second, I
appreciate Letty A de Weger (LUMC) and Joost Wesseling (RIVM) for providing me with data, as
well as for their time in the progress meeting. Third, my parents and family, who are thousands of
miles away but always pray for and support me in every situation. Last but not least, to all my
friends in Wageningen and Indonesia, thank you for always being there whenever I need some
support and for your willingness to listen to my stories.
Wageningen,
December 2018
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SUMMARY
Hay fever is a significant problem for a substantial amount of people across Europe, it occurs mostly
between the ages of 20 – 40 years, but commonly develops in late childhood. Symptoms frequently
manifest in response to grass and tree pollen, although in some cases such symptoms relate to
indoor allergens. Pollen trigger an allergic reaction in afflicted individuals with various degrees of
sensitisation. The symptoms of hay fever are located in the eyes, nose, and lungs. This thereby,
influences patients’ daily activities, productivity, and quality of sleep. In the Netherlands, about
one-third of the inhabitants experience hay fever symptoms.
At the moment, air pollutants also continuously impact the health of the European population,
especially in urban areas. Tropospheric ozone (O3), nitrogen dioxide (NO2), and particulate matter
(PM) are the most important pollutants with respect to their impact on human health. Therefore,
the aim of the study was to determine the influence of air pollutants in combination with pollen on
hay fever symptoms in the Netherlands.
To address the main objective there were four steps of data analysis, each assigned to a research
question. The first was performing a literature review to assess the current state of knowledge on
how air pollutants impact the severity of hay fever symptoms. The second, displaying all the data
in a graph to better understand the variation of air pollutants, pollen, and hay fever symptoms in
the same period of time from 2009 to 2016. The third was assessing which variables, including both
pollutants and pollen, significantly explained the variation in hay fever symptoms. The analysis has
been done using multiple linear regression in SPSS with the stepwise method. Lastly, the threshold
of high and low concentration of pollen and pollutants were determined to investigate how the
mean scores differ between the categories of the combination.
The first research question was answered by several studies including D’Amato et al. (2002). There
is some rationale for the cross-relationships between pollutants and pollen allergens in
exacerbating allergy diseases including hay fever symptoms. Firstly, air pollutants interact with
pollen grains and modify the allergenicity of released antigens. Secondly, pollutants attached to
allergen-carrying micro particles from plants, then enter the airways through inhalation and induce
symptoms in the sensitised people, causing asthma. Thirdly, specific air pollutants such as ozone,
particulate matter, and sulphur dioxide also have their own effect to the airways of susceptible
subjects, i.e. increased the permeability. Therefore, allergens infiltrate easier through the mucous
membranes and interact with the immune system’s cells.
Results of the second research question mainly described the variation within the data. During the
study period from 2009 to 2016 the concentration of pollutants, pollen and hay fever symptoms
scores varied throughout the years. There is an inverse correlation between ozone and NO2. Ozone
is higher during summer and lower in winter, while NO2 is lower in summer and higher during
winter. From the aggregated eight years average, PM10 clearly shows that the concentrations are
higher during winter and spring. For pollen, each species has their own seasonal flowering. Alder
during winter and lasts until spring and overlapping birch and ash at the end of March which then
completely disappears at the end of May, grass reaches its peak during summer (June-July) and
vanishes in September, and mugwort overlaps with grass pollen in August. Accordingly, hay fever
symptoms coincide with these five pollen seasons, and apparently are highest during grass and
birch pollen seasons. The trend of hay fever symptoms increased in time over the study period, and
when divided into male and female patients, the female average score was significantly higher than
for males.
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In addressing research question three, daily and weekly analysis were performed. The R2 for all
types of symptoms were always higher in the weekly regression. The day to day variation is mainly
explained by pollen. Except in lung symptoms, grass always comes first in the regression output
followed by birch, alder, O3, NO2, ash, and PM10 (only in nose symptoms). The weekly variation in
symptoms is mainly explained by O3 followed by birch, alder, grass, NO2, and ash (only in eyes
symptoms). Of the different types of symptoms, the variables best explain the eyes symptom at
both daily and weekly resolution. Although literature suggests that exposure to NO2, PM10, and
mugwort pollen are likely to also have a negative health impact, in my analysis these appeared to
be negatively correlated, suggesting that a higher exposure leads to less symptoms.
My analysis also showed that combined exposure to air pollutants and pollen resulted in
significantly higher symptoms scores. In high pollen episode, increased ozone makes the symptoms
even higher, and the score difference is less than in the low pollen condition. Similarly, when only
grass pollen is taking into account, the mean symptoms scores in high combination is higher than
those in low and no grass conditions. Therefore, due to the apparent effect of a combined pollenpollutants exposure, it is recommended to include pollen concentration in determining the air
quality index to communicate with the public, as well as take into account pollutants to warn hay
fever patients in pollen forecast.
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INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
Forty percent of the population in developed countries have experienced some allergic problems (Rittmeyer
and Lorentz, 2012). In the Netherlands, about one-third of the inhabitants experience allergic rhinitis that
encompasses hay fever (Weger et al., 2014a). The so-called “allergic rhinitis” is a common disorder, which is
associated with bothersome symptoms (Bauchau and Durham, 2004). Allergic rhinitis influences patients’
daily activities, productivity, and quality of sleep (Crystal-Peters et al., 2000). Mostly, allergic rhinitis is
associated with comorbidities including asthma (Bauchau and Durham, 2004; Bousquet et al., 2008; Baldacci
et al., 2015). Hay fever is one of the allergic diseases, caused by an inappropriate immunological response to
allergens in pollen (Hemminki et al., 2014). Pollen can trigger an allergic reaction in sensitised individuals with
various degrees of sensitisation (Schmidt, 2016). The symptoms of hay fever are located in the eyes, nose,
and lungs (D’ Amato et al., 2007). Symptoms frequently occur in response to grass and trees pollen, although
in some cases such symptoms relate to indoor allergens, i.e. pets and house dust mite (Bousquet et al., 2008).
Hay fever is a crucial problem for an appreciable amount of people across Europe (Bastl et al., 2014). Allergic
diseases are common in children and young adults, especially asthma and allergic rhinitis (Sierra-Vargas
and Teran, 2012). Hay fever occurs most frequent in the age of 20 – 40 years, but commonly develops in the
late childhood (Thomsen, 2015). More than 80% of the patients with atopic asthma have developed hay
fever, where only 30% of non-atopic asthma experience hay fever (Knudsen et al., 2009).
Information on changes in pollen concentration helps patients, medical specialists and researchers to
understand the variation in hay fever symptoms. However, the density of pollen monitoring stations is very
low. In the Netherlands, for example, there are only two monitoring stations. Counting the daily pollen
concentration is also very time consuming. Another option to measure the severity of pollen seasons is
recording the level of hay fever symptoms that patients experience (Bastl et al., 2014). In 2009, the Leiden
University Medical Center, Wageningen University and triptic launched the Dutch Allergieradar website. Via
the website volunteers indicate the hay fever symptoms severity of their nose, eyes, and lungs on a scale
from 1 (no symptoms) to 10 (maximum symptoms) (Weger et al., 2014b). Weger et al (2014b) showed a clear
correlation between the average symptom scores, pollen concentration and sales of hay fever medicines.
However, there still is a temporal and spatial variation of symptoms with the same amount of pollen (Bastl
et al., 2014). These variations may be explained by environmental factors like air pollution (D’ Amato and
Cecchi, 2008).
The interest in air pollution and its effect on human health increased over the last century (D’ Amato et al.,
2016a). Huang et al. (2015) hypothesised that pollutants cause the increase in prevalence of allergic diseases.
Air pollution is caused by anthropogenic or natural emissions of physical, biological, and chemical substances
(D’ Amato et al., 2015). Due to the ability of air pollutants to cause an inflammatory response and oxidant
affliction or their adjuvant activities, pollutants enrich the pathogenesis of allergic disease (Huang et al.,
2015). According to European Union Framework Directive on ambient air quality assessment (COUNCIL
DIRECTIVE 96/62/EC 1996), NO2 (nitrogen dioxide), O3 (ozone), and PM10 (particulate matter < 10 µm) become
the target species for monitoring due to their adverse impacts on human health (Flemming et al., 2005).
Exposure to these air pollutants not only cause respiratory diseases but also change the content of
bioaerosols like pollen by escalating their bioavailability and the allergenic load of their content (Klein et al.,
2012). Furthermore, air pollutants also lead to chemical modification in the structure of protein
macromolecules and protein stability resulting in changes of hydrophobicity and acidity of binding sites
(Reinmuth-Selzle et al., 2017). In addition, Motta et al. (2006) shows that air pollutants damage the pollen
grains, causing fissures in the exine or break the grains altogether. Therefore, it is assumed that people are
more vulnerable to pollutants in combination with pollen exposure than to air pollutants. However, it is
unclear what the impact is of pollen-pollutants on hay fever symptoms.
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1.2 Research objective and research questions
This research aims to determine the influence of air pollutants in combination with pollen on hay fever
symptoms in the Netherlands.
To meet the research objective, I formulated the following research questions:
1. How can air pollutants impact the severity of the hay fever symptoms?
2. What is the temporal variation of air pollutants, pollen from different plant species, and hay fever
symptoms?
3. Which combination of air pollutants and/or pollen species explain the variation of hay fever
symptoms?
4. Does a combined exposure to air pollutants and pollen result in significantly different symptoms
scores?

1.3 Structure of the report
This thesis report is organised into eight main chapters. In chapter 1, the background of the study is explained,
as well as the research objective and the supporting research questions. In the following chapter 2 of
methodology, the materials used in this study will be described, and in different section, the data analysis
will explain how the analysis can be done on answering the research questions. Chapter 3 to Chapter 6
present the answers to the research question. Chapter 3 looks into the relevant studies of air pollutants,
pollen, hay fever symptoms, and how air pollutants and pollen exacerbate the hay fever symptoms. Chapter
4 analyses the temporal variation of air pollutants (Section 4.1), pollen from different species (Section 4.2),
and hay fever symptoms (Section 4.3). In chapter 5, the influence of air pollutants and/or pollen explaining
the hay fever symptoms variation will be interpreted. Chapter 6 will dive into the effects of combined
exposure to pollen and air pollutant on symptoms scores. Chapter 7 includes the discussion of the findings.
Lastly, Chapter 8 will summarize the overall study and presents the recommendation based on the results
provided.
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METHODOLOGY
2.1 Materials
2.1.1 Hay fever symptoms data
Hay fever symptoms data were extracted from Allergieradar.nl. Allergieradar aims to reduce hay fever
symptoms in patients by monitoring, analysing, forecasting and communicating the variation in hay fever
symptoms. Allergieradar is a citizen science project where volunteers were asked to report the severity of
hay fever symptoms of their eyes, nose and lungs on a daily basis as a score from 1 (no symptoms) to 10
(maximum amount of symptoms). To avoid recall bias, participants could only upload symptom scores that
they experienced at the current time or of the day before (Weger et al., 2014b). The symptom scores were
stored in a database which also contained additional information including the date of observation, location,
sex, and indication of allergy types. The symptom scores submitted were directly shown on the map as
gradients coloured dots. The data are fully anonymised.
The extracted data are available from the start of the project on 8 of May 2009 to 31 December 2016. Over
five thousand people reported their hay fever symptoms of the eyes, nose, and lungs. If participants sent in
several observations at a single date, I aggregated the data into one symptom score for respectively eyes,
lungs and nose based on the ID provided. In these cases, the maximum scores reported on that date were
used. The total entries for this study after the aggregation are 57,048 with the total of 5,512 different IDs.
However, not all the entries are used for the analysis, only the days that have more than ten observations
were taken into account.

Figure 2-1: A screenshot of the maps with symptom scores published on Allergieradar.nl
(left and middle) and screenshot of the app (right image)

2.1.2 Pollen data
Daily pollen data of forty-one plant families for the years 2009 till 2016 were provided by the Leiden
University Medical Centre (LUMC). The LUMC has a pollen trap on the roof. The hospital is located on the
west side of Leiden, the Netherlands (52o23’N; 4o29’E). The pollen concentration is an indication of the
number of allergens in the air (LUMC, 2014). The pollen species selected for addressing the research
questions are birch, grass, alder, ash, and mugwort. I selected these species based on a literature review that
shows their grains contain allergens that can cause hay fever. Figure 2-2 is an example of the graphs with
daily alder pollen counts provided by the LUMC 1 in 2018 and the ten year average of daily pollen
concentration.

1

https://www.lumc.nl/
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Figure 2-2: Daily pollen count with ten years average daily pollen concentration of Alder trees (left),
and 10 years average pollen concentration of grasses (right)

2.1.3 Air pollutants data
Hourly data on the air pollutants PM10, NO2, and O3 for the years 2009 till 2016 were obtained from the
national air quality monitoring program Luchtmeetnet2. Then, for further analysis, I aggregated the data into
a daily maximum of each pollutant. Luchtmeetnet involves a number of partners including the ministry of
Infrastructure and the Environment, the National Institute for Public Health (RIVM), GGD Amsterdam,
Environment Service Region Arnhem (ODRA), EPA’s middle and western Brabant (OMWB), EPA for the greater
Rotterdam area (DCMR), and the province of Limburg (Luchtmeetnet, n.d.). Furthermore, I also got additional
data from RIVM which confirms that the downloaded data is valid. In this analysis, I selected the Wekerom
station (code: 738) for the air quality measurement station. Wekerom, is a village located in the northeast of
the Ede municipality in the province Gelderland. Because I only use one measurement station to analyse the
symptoms score submitted from the whole Netherlands, I chose Wekerom station which positioned in the
centre of the country.

2.2 Data Analysis
2.2.1 Potential impact of air pollutants to the severity of the hay fever symptoms
I performed a literature review to address the first research question “How can air pollutants impact the
severity of the hay fever symptoms?”. Several studies from many institutes and many countries have been
conducted related to hay fever symptoms, air pollutants, allergenic pollen, allergy diseases and their linkages.
During the research, I mainly used Google Scholar3 and the library portal4 of Wageningen University. After I
downloaded and summarized the points related to the study, the next step was integrating all the concepts
and constructing the storyline to answer the research question.

2.2.2 Temporal variation of air pollutants, pollen from different plant species, and hay
fever symptoms
The second research question “What is the temporal variation of air pollutants, pollen from different plant
species, and hay fever symptoms?” is formulated to explain the trend of daily measurements of air pollutants
pollen, and hay fever symptoms during the study period. The variation in the dataset from 2009 – 2016 is
displayed in daily and aggregated yearly graphs created in Microsoft Excel. Tables of annual parameters such
2

https://www.luchtmeetnet.nl/
https://scholar.google.nl/
4
https://www.wur.nl/en/Library.htm
3
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as maximum, minimum, and average are also provided. Furthermore, I created graphs of daily hay fever
symptoms that indicates the mean of reported hay fever symptoms derived from ten or less observations/day
and more than ten observations/day. To know whether there are different symptom scores between
genders, I also analysed the data by separating the observations on hay fever symptoms reported by males
and females. The results are displayed in graphs with a daily resolution.

2.2.3 Variables which explain the variation of hay fever symptoms
To answer the third research question “Which combination of air pollutants and/or pollen species explain
the variation of hay fever symptoms?”, I performed a multiple linear regression in SPSS. However, prior to
the regression, all variables were tested to comply with the assumptions. There are six assumptions that
were tested to justify the use of multiple linear regression analysis in this study. For example, the existence
assumption, independence assumption, linearity assumption, homoscedasticity assumption, normality
assumption, and multicollinearity assumption. The complete statistical outcome and how to confirm them
are delivered in Appendix 1.
After all assumptions were confirmed, I conducted the multiple regression analysis between the dependent
variable and predictors. Assigned as dependent variables are nose, eyes, lungs, and overall hay fever
symptoms. The predictors were air pollutants and pollen from five different plant species. As the method was
a stepwise multiple linear regression, the order of the important predictors was automatically established.
The analysis also found the most important pollen and pollutants that were used in the next research
question. Furthermore, to visually show the association of symptoms – pollutants and symptoms – pollen,
daily and weekly graphs were provided.

2.2.4 Effect of combined exposure to pollen and air pollutants on hay fever symptoms
variation
Different pollen species, allergenicity of pollen, and different air pollutants potentially lead to different health
responses at different concentrations. Here, I present the analyses that I performed to answer the last
research question “Does a combined exposure to air pollutants and pollen result in significantly different
symptoms scores?”. My hypothesis is that during days with a high air pollutant concentration or high pollen
concentration people experience more severe symptoms. During days with both a high air pollutant
concentration and high pollen concentration the hay fever symptoms might be even higher. For both the
pollen and air pollutants I used a literature search to determine which concentration can be considered as
“high”. I used recent studies to determine at which pollen concentration (threshold) patients experience
symptoms. For pollutants, the threshold is based on the European Union legislation on health-based
standards. The concentration values of the thresholds are presented in Table 2-1.
Table 2-1: The threshold of high pollen and pollutants which trigger hay fever symptoms
Pollen types
Birch (Betula sp.)
Grass (Poaceae sp.)
Mugwort (Artemisia sp.)
Alder (Alnus sp.)
Ash (Fraxinus sp.)

Concentration (pollen/m3)
100**
80***
55****
85****
162*****

Air pollutants
PM10
NO2
O3

Concentration (µg/m3) *
50
200
180

*EEA (2017); PM10 (daily limit value), NO2 (1-hour limit value), O3 (1-hour limit value)
**Grundström et al. (2017)
***Kiotseridis et al. (2013)
****Rapiejko et al (2007)
*****Brito et al. (2011)
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To distinguish the impact of different combination of high and low pollutant levels and pollen concentration
on the average symptom scores I grouped all days with at least 10 symptom scores in six different groups;
1) high pollen – high ozone, 2) high pollen – low ozone, 3) low pollen – high ozone, 4) low pollen – low ozone,
5) no pollen – high ozone, and 6) no pollen – low ozone. The criteria of each group is stated in Table 2-2. I
assume the concentration to be high when the pollen at least reaches half the threshold value and ozone
reaches the half-threshold of 90 µg/m3. In addition, I associate the groups with eyes, nose, lungs, and overall
symptoms separately. For each group I determined the average symptom score. With this information I
determined whether the symptom scores in the different groups significantly differed from each other.
Of the whole period the days that indicate the high pollen and high air pollutants incidences were determined
by “If” and “OR”, in the excel formula. Whenever one or more of pollen types reach the threshold of “high”
concentration corresponds to one or more of air pollutants that has a higher value than the threshold, are
considered as concurrence incidents. The high category is assigned by “1” which is a high coexistence
condition. Then, the question of how often the high pollen and high air pollutants concentration coincide is
described as a percentage. Afterwards, to know the association of each category on hay fever symptoms
average, I used an error bars analysis in SPSS. Table 2-2 presents the categorisation method.
Table 2-2: Categorisation method for pollen and pollutants coexistence
Category
High pollen - high ozone

Interpretation
at least one pollen >= half – threshold, O3 >= 90 µg/m3

High pollen - low ozone

at least one pollen >= half – threshold, O3 < 90 µg/m3

Low pollen - high ozone

all pollen < half of the threshold, O3 >= 90 µg/m3

Low pollen - low ozone

all pollen < half – threshold, O3 < 90 µg/m3

No pollen - high ozone

all pollen = 0, O3 >= 90 µg/m3

No pollen - low ozone

all pollen = 0, O3 < 90 µg/m3

With a stepwise multiple linear regression in SPSS I determined which pollutants and pollen types could
explain the variation in both daily and weekly average symptom scores. Table 2-3 is the categorisation
method for a specific pollen-pollutant combination that expected to aggravate the hay fever symptoms.

Table 2-3: Categorisation method for grass and ozone combination
Category
High grass - high ozone (HGHO)

Interpretation
Grass >= 40 pollen/m3 and O3 >= 90 µg/m3

High grass - low ozone (HGLO)

Grass >= 40 pollen/m3 and O3 < 90 µg/m3

Low grass - high ozone (LGHO)

Grass < 40 pollen/m3 and O3 >= 90 µg/m3

Low grass - low ozone (LGLO)

Grass < 40 pollen/m3 and O3 < 90 µg/m3

No grass - high ozone (NGHO)

Grass = 0 pollen/m3 and O3 >= 90 µg/m3

No grass - low ozone (NGLO)

Grass = 0 pollen/m3 and O3 < 90 µg/m3
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AIR POLLUTANTS, POLLEN, AND THE IMPACT
ON SEVERITY OF HAY FEVER SYMPTOMS
3.1 Air Pollutants
Air pollutants continuously impact the health of the European population, especially in urban areas (EEA
report, 2017). Tropospheric ozone (O3), nitrogen dioxide (NO2), and particulate matter (PM) are the most
important pollutants with respect to their impact on human health (EEA report, 2017; Flemming et al., 2005).
Those compounds increase mortality and morbidity by their acute effects (Künzli et al., 2000; Hoek et al.,
2000; Kelly and Fussell, 2011). In cities, tropospheric O3 is formed by a photochemical reaction between
nitrogen oxides (NOx) and hydrocarbons such as anthropogenic Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs) that are
mainly produced by road traffic and diesel or fossil fuels combustion (Derwent et al., 2015; Frank and Ernst,
2016). Tropospheric O3 is only 10% of the total O3 in the vertical column of the atmosphere. However, the
effect is extensive due to direct exposure which causes bothersome on human health and vegetation (Lefohn
et al., 2017). Furthermore, exposure to the ambient surface O3 decreases the lung function (Tager et al.,
2005). Bell et al. (2004) showed that of 95 urban communities in the United States an increase of 20 µg/m3
of O3 in the ambient air caused a 0.52% increase in daily mortality in the next week.
One of the O3 precursor compounds, NO2, is also abundant in the troposphere and is a product of nitric oxide
(NO) oxidation. NOx (NO and NO2) then play an important role to generate O3 through catalytic reactions
(Crutzen, 1979). In the troposphere, the presence of NO and NO2 originates from the unburned hydrocarbons
in automobile exhaust and other fossil fuel combustion. The reactions that are responsible to the formation
of ozone by NOx and hydrocarbons are:
R + O2+ M → RO2+M

R1

RO2 + NO → RO+ NO2

R2

NO2 + hv → NO + O
O+ O2+ M → O3 + M

λ ≤󠆐 400 nm

R3
R4

N1: R + 2 O2 → RO + O3
Where R indicates a radical compound such as hydrogen (H) and methyl group (CH3 and CH3C(O)), and M is
the third body of inert molecule for example N2 and O2 (Jacob, 1999). Other than as a precursor, the copollutant NO2 has its own contribution to induce inflammatory response in the airways and acts as a
sensitizing agent to inhaled allergen (Bernstein et al., 2004). In urban traffic regions the concentration of NO2
can be measured as high as 90 ppb, while in comparison in the rural areas about 20 ppb of NO2 were recorded
(Frank and Ernst, 2016).
Particulate matter (PM) is a sum of solid and liquid particles that are released to the atmosphere and
suspended in the air. The sources of these particles are from combustion including gasoline, coal, and diesel
fuels as well as wood burning. PM10 represents the particulate matter with a diameter of less than 10 µm and
PM2.5 are those particles with a diameter less than 2.5 µm. Chen & Kan (2008) showed that an increase of
PM10 with 10 µg/m3 is associated with an increase in mortality of 0.62% in Europe based on 21 city studies.
Meanwhile, in the USA, a cohort study of low-concentration PM2.5 and mortality showed that an increase of
PM2.5 with 10 µg/m3 increased mortality with 9.28% for long-term exposure and 2.14% for short-term
exposure (Shi et al., 2016).
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3.2 Pollen and its allergens
A pollen grain is considered as a male gamete due to the formation of sperm cells inside the pollen tube
(Stanley and Linskens, 1974). Each grain contains the genetic information needed to specify the entire gamete
of a plant, or to fertilize the female gamete and form a diploid zygote to create a new sporophyte (Knox,
1984). Typically, pollen grains are covered by a cell wall, called the exine, to protect the contain from physical
and chemical disruption (Ariizumi and Toriyama, 2011). Moreover, the study by Scott (2004), explained that
the exine protect the grain from harsh environments such as high temperatures, ultraviolet (UV) light,
microbial attack, and water loss. So, the exine preserve the viability of pollen and provides structural and
physical support for the cytoplasm.
Most of the time, airborne pollen is emitted from wind-pollinated plants (anemophilous). One of the
characteristics of anemophilous is they invest all their energy in producing high amount of pollen grains as
they do not detach a scent, resulting not be able to attract pollinators (Gehrig, 2017). The pollen produced
by anemophilous are identified as small and light grains. Some Gymnosperms have air sacs which make them
lighter (Gehrig, 2017). Pollen transport and dispersion are attributable to various meteorological processes
that affect the pollen concentration in the air, e.g. atmospheric stability, convection, frontal zones, seebreezes, etc. (Ebell and Schmidt, 1964). Airborne pollen can be transported at a velocity of 10 meters/second
in a more than 100 kilometres distance and will accumulate in gentle air at an average of 3.1 cm/second
(Stanley and Linskens, 1974). In addition, recent studies proved that pollen transports for thousands of
kilometres crossing over continent (Rousseau et al., 2008; Weger et al., 2016; Makra et al., 2016).
High airborne pollen concentration is a trigger of allergic symptoms and may have more serious effect than
previously thought (Brunekreef et al., 2000). In the study, Brunekreef et al. (2000) have found that high pollen
exposures that leads to exacerbations on allergic inflammation might be the important risk factor for
cardiovascular disease, COPD or pneumonia patients which may also contributes to death. Another result in
the study revealed that high allergen concentration occurs in thoracic-size and respirable-size pollen particles
with diameter less than 10 µm and 2.5 µm, respectively. In other words, the effect of pollen exposure also
depends on the size of the particles whether it reaches lower airways or deeper into the lungs. Meanwhile,
on average, intact pollen grains are 15 – 40 µm in size. Therefore, they cannot reach the lower airways.
However, they positively affect the nasal or nasopharyngeal mucous membrane (Hoehne and Reed, 1971;
Wilson et al., 1973).
A trend of increasing airborne pollen is evident on a continental-scale from 1977 to 2009 in Europe (Ziello et
al., 2012). The analysis shows that airborne pollen from many taxa have been increased in the yearly amount
(Ziello et al., 2012). Some of them are the high-allergenic taxa that induce common allergy symptoms in
Europe, such as birch (Betula sp.), grass (Poaceae sp.), alder (Alnus sp.), ash (Fraxinus sp.), and mugwort
(Artemisia sp.) (Hemmer et al., 2000; Fernandez-Rodriguez et al., 2016; Blanca-Lopez et al., 2016; Novenko
et al., 2017; Nowosad et al., 2018; Oh, 2018). Therefore, this study selected these five different pollen species
for the analysis. Below, I briefly describe the characteristics of these five pollen species.
Birch pollen are widespread in the northern hemisphere and abundant during spring. The intact grain of birch
pollen ranges between 10 – 80 µm in diameter and therefore expected to be retained in the upper airways
(Rantio-Lehtimaki et al., 1994). Exposure of birch pollen to sensitive individuals can cause a Type I
hypersensitivity that can be interpreted as an allergic reaction after ingestion, inhalation, injection or direct
contact with the allergen (Hou, 2009). The main birch allergen is called Bet v 1, a protein from Betulaceae
family which is a pathogenesis-related molecule (PR-10) (Comite et al., 2016). According to several studies,
even when no birch pollen are present, the allergens are still recorded in the form of aerodynamic particles
below 1 µm (Spieksma and Nikkels, 1999; Riediker et al., 2000; Schäppi et al., 1997). The allergen in this
smaller particle reaches lungs, causing an inflammation including asthma (Taylor et al., 2004). The Bet v 1 of
35 kDA protein has been proved causing a cross-reactivity with various fruit plants (Wellhausen et al., 1996).
Grasses are ubiquitous in the world that make them one of the largest plant family with more than 10,000
species (The Angiosperm Phylogeny Group, 2009). Grasses are also the most responsible plant for causing
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allergy which produce high allergenic pollen during spring and summer (Lockey et al., 2004). The sensitizing
rates of grass pollen is up to 30% depending on climate and region (Andersson and Lidholm, 2003; Hrabina
et al., 2008). Grass pollen varies in particle sizes from approximately 20 – 55 µm as a whole pollen grain to a
smaller fraction of less than 2.5 µm (Knox et al., 1997). Hrabina et al. (2008) have divided grass pollen
allergens into eleven groups represent species that have similar characteristic. The IgE reactivity among grass
pollen allergic patients varies between <5% in one group to 95% in another group. The lowest IgE reactivity
is attributable to group of basic protein (cytochrome C) with molecular weight 12 kDA and was observed to
have a cross-allergenicity between Lol p 10 and Poa p 10. Meanwhile, the highest IgE reactivity are those
allergens of acidic glycoproteins with molecular weight 31 – 35 kDA which expressed significant homology
between Pooideae species.
Alder (Alnus sp.) trees require chilling environment with mean temperatures is at least 4.5–5oC to start
release their pollen (Frenguelli et al., 1991). However, like most other trees, alder entails a heat accumulation
before they entirely flower, and the primary pollen season begins during the first days of March (Frenguelli
et al., 1991). The size of alder pollen grains is ranged between 17.5 and 37.5 µm in diameter (Liu et al., 2014).
Studies that analyse alder pollen allergen often associate it with another major allergen from birch and hazel
(Betulaceae family) as they cross-react each other due to similar structure and chemical composition (Grote
et al., 2003; Ebner et al., 1993; Jantunen et al., 2012; Niederberger et al., 1998; Kleine-Tebbe et al., 2017).
An experiment by Rohac et al. (1991) on eleven patients’ sera that allergic to birch, alder, and hazel pollen
showed that all patients experienced IgE reactivity with alder allergen (Aln g 1) of 18.5 kDA molecular weight.
Ash (Fraxinus sp.) trees release allergenic pollen which cause allergic sensitization mainly in temperate zones
and broadly distributed across Europe. Ash pollen season is overlapping with birch in the same period of in
urban areas, plenty of ash trees cultivated in parks and gardens (Hemmer et al., 2000). The major allergen of
ash, Fra e 1, has been classified into Ole e 1- protein like (Oleaceae family) which both are in the same order
of Lamiales (Pablos et al., 2016). Moreover, another study has found that the cross-reactivity of Fra e 1 also
occurs in other pollen species such as grass and weed (Niederberger et al., 2002). Fra e 1 allergen has a
molecular weight of 18 – 21 kDA (Vara et al., 2016). Nearly, around 70-80% of individuals with ash pollen
allergy has IgE antibodies specifically associates with Fra e 1 (Barderas et al., 2005). The intact pollen of ash
has a diameter of 26 to 28 µm5.
Mugwort (Artemisia sp.) is a hardy herbaceous plant and an important cause of allergy which is blossoming
in late summer. The Artemisia genus encompasses 350 species mostly located in Northern hemisphere and
Australia (Gadermaier et al., 2014). With a diameter of 10 – 25 µm6, mugwort pollen consist of several
allergens including the major allergen Art v 1 (glycoprotein) and Art v 6 (a pectate lyase enzyme) (Jahn-Schmid
et al., 2012). An experiment using 600 sera of mugwort pollen-sensitized patients has proved that
approximately 95% samples respond to Art v 1 allergens with molecular mass of 24-28 kDA (Himly et al.,
2003). Mugwort or Wormwood and Ragweed (Ambrosia sp.) cause a cross-sensitization from Art v 1 and Amb
a4 of ragweed allergen due to their close homologue relationship (Leonard et al., 2010). Another study
indicates that mugwort sensitized people experience the same allergy reaction when in contact with ragweed
pollen and vice versa (Migueres et al., 2014; Grewling et al., 2018; Asero et al., 2014).
Pollutants, high humidity, and heavy rain stimulate the release of allergen from the pollen to the air (Taketomi
et al., 2006). There are two main mechanisms of how allergenic particles expelled from the pollen cytoplasm
leads to allergy symptoms. First, when the pollen grain contacts the mucous membrane in an isotonic
medium, allergens immediately diffuse and therefore the allergic symptoms occur in no time (Suphioglu,
1998). Second, studies observed that pollen reach its peak at the onset of heavy rain and high humidity
weather condition (Taylor and Jonsson, 2004; Taylor et al., 2007; Huffmann et al., 2013). The exine of the
pollen ruptures due to the osmotic shock and the inhalable allergenic proteins can enter the nasal and airways
system. This phenomenon is called thunderstorm asthma (D’Amato et al., 2016b).

5
6

https://www.pollen.com/research/genus/fraxinus
https://www.paldat.org/pub/Artemisia_vulgaris/301254
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3.3 Air pollutants impact on severity of hay fever symptoms
Pollen are getting into direct contact with air pollutants. For example, pollen collected from heavy traffic
roadsides are covered with lots of micro particulates and the interaction of pollen/pollutant alters the
antigenicity of allergen protein (Behrendt et al., 1992). A study proved that pollen exposed to air pollutants
have a higher concentration of allergens (Bartra et al., 2007). Moreover, as mentioned in the previous section,
some allergens exist in the form of smaller fraction and thus can penetrate deeper airways. Therefore, air
pollutants make the patients more susceptible to the allergens (Riediker et al., 2001).
D' Amato et al. (2002) formulate some rationales for the cross-relationship between pollutants and pollen
allergens in exacerbating allergy diseases including hay fever symptoms. First, air pollutants interact with
pollen grains and modified the allergenicity of released antigens. Second, the pollutants attached to allergencarrying micro particles from plants, then enter the airways through inhalation and induce the sensitised
people, causing an asthma. Third, specific air pollutants such as ozone, particulate matter, and sulphur
dioxide also have their own effect to the airways of susceptible subjects, i.e. increased the permeability. So,
it makes an easier infiltration towards the mucous membranes by pollen allergens as well as the interaction
with the immune system’s cells. Lastly, there were also studies that showed diesel exhaust particles acts as
an adjuvant immunological effect on IgE amalgam in atopic sufferers (Takano et al., 1997; Bartra et al., 2007;
Nemmar et al., 2015).
In terms of indirect effect through vegetation, pollutants seem to not have a substantial effect to vegetation
under moderate concentration (D’Amato et al., 2002). There are several conditions involves in the
interaction, such as the pollutant concentration, type of pollutant, soil condition, nutrients, climate factors
and plant species (D’Amato et al., 2002). Change in biochemical reaction of the plants will occur as the
exposure level increases (Emberlin, 1998). Thus, the allergenic protein is enhanced. In addition, air pollutants
act as moderating variables related to nutrient content of soils that leads to secondary effect of pollutants
on vegetation. Through this mechanism, the plant’s composition and pollen proteins may also change
(D’Amato et al., 2002).
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TEMPORAL VARIATION OF AIR POLLUTANTS,
POLLEN, AND HAY FEVER SYMPTOMS
In this chapter, I will present the answer to the second research question “What is the temporal variation of
air pollutants, pollen from different species, and hay fever symptoms?” Section 4.1 provides an account of
the temporal variation of air pollutants, section 4.2 describes the temporal pollen variation, and section 4.3
focuses on the temporal variation of hay fever symptoms.

4.1 Temporal variation of air pollutants
Figure 4-1 presents the daily maximum concentration of air pollutants at the Wekerom station over the whole
study period, while Figure 4-2 presents the average daily value for all years together. The ozone concentration
reaches a peak during the summer (June, July, August) and is lowest in the winter. Ozone production is highest
during the summer due to the abundant solar radiation. Some peaks of the hourly maximum concentration
in a day exceed the threshold of 180 µg/m3 from June till August. Table 4-1 shows that the highest ozone
concentration in eight years was 241.98 µg/m3 which occurred on 2 July 2015. This is twice as high as the
threshold value. The lowest concentration was 1.16 µg/m3 on 13 December 2013. However, the annual
average of ozone concentration does not show significant difference. The average ranges between 65.46
µg/m3 in 2011 and 74.01 µg/m3 in 2015.
There is also a daily variability due to meteorological conditions. The concentrations of ozone and NO2 have
a clear inverse pattern. During the night-time, when there is no sunlight, the photochemical production of
ozone no longer occurs resulting in decrease of the concentration due to chemical deposition. Moreover,
NOx as the most responsible species consumes ozone at night (O3 + NO → NO2 +O2). Therefore, ozone is
highest during a sunny day and almost zero at night. These mechanisms are the main reason why there is a
negative correlation between ozone and NO2 both in daily and seasonal variation.

Figure 4-1: Daily maximum concentration of air pollutants at Wekerom station (2009-2016)
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Figure 4-2 provides daily average concentration for eight years. The graph displays the different seasonalities
of the pollutants. On average, ozone is highest in the beginning of July with the concentration 123.22 µg /m3,
111.39 µg /m3, and 119.94 µg /m3 on 2 – 4 July, respectively. As mentioned previously, the highest
concentration of PM10 is found on the first January with the eight-year average 149.43 µg /m3, then followed
by 70.29 µg /m3 on 16 April, 69.05 µg /m3 on 29 February, and 65.82 µg /m3 on 3 April. The highest PM10
values are observed at the end of winter and the beginning of spring, while PM10 concentration is low during
summer. For example, the lowest average of PM10 is on 16 August with the concentration 24.43 µg /m3. In
contrast with ozone, NO2 is observed to have highest values mostly on winter, while there was also a second
highest average concentration on 27 April with 51.15 µg/m3. In winter, the first, second, and fourth highest
number of NO2 are 51.65 µg/m3, 47.32 µg /m3, and 46.65 µg/m3 on 14 December, 8 December, and 3
February, respectively.
Looking at day by day average over eight years, it is apparent that ozone never exceeds the threshold (180
µg/m3). Meanwhile, for PM10 there are 61 days in total that exceed the threshold (50 µg/m3). In terms of
hourly threshold, NO2 is still far below the threshold of 200 µg/m3.

Figure 4-2: Daily average concentration of air pollutants for the years 2009 to 2016
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Table 4-1: Yearly maximum, minimum, and average of surface ozone
Year
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016

Maximum (µg/m3)

Minimum (µg/m3)

177.60
216.74
222.46
188.05
190.90
176.71
241.98
179.45

2.74
4.34
1.41
2.26
1.16
2.25
6.39
3.72

Average
(µg /m3)
68.04
66.78
65.46
70.16
70.80
69.76
74.01
68.73

Table 4-2 displays the annual maximum, minimum, and average of PM10 concentration. The highest record of
PM10 from 2009 to 2016 is 287 µg/m3 on 1 January 2009. The highest yearly PM10 concentration is measured
on the 1st of January (see Figure 4-2),which is a result of the New Year celebration the night before. The
lowest concentration recorded is 2.19 µg/m3 on 8 June 2009. The maximum concentration each year always
extremely exceeds the threshold value which is 40 µg/m3. The yearly average ranges between 34.86 µg/m3
in 2015 and 53.65 µg/m3 in 2009.
Table 4-2: Yearly maximum, minimum, and average of PM10
Year
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016

Maximum (µg/m3)

Minimum (µg/m3)

287.00
154.38
263.70
155.19
133.51
107.47
234.83
132.43

2.19
12.65
11.21
9.52
10.92
13.41
9.55
12.11

Average
(µg /m3)
53.65
43.78
44.37
40.54
37.24
39.65
34.86
38.09

In contrast to ozone, NO2 always reaches its maximum during the winter and attains its lowest concentration
in the summer. The highest concentration of NO2 was recorded in 2009 with 100.63 µg/m3 on 10 January
2009 and the lowest 2.00 µg/m3 on 25 December 2014 and 27 May 2015. NO2 showed a decreasing trend in
the annual average values from 34.21 µg/m3 in 2009 to 26.77 µg/m3 in 2016.

Table 4-3: Yearly maximum, minimum, and average of NO2
Year
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016

Maximum (µg/m3)

Minimum (µg/m3)

100.63
75.34
109.70
74.51
87.04
63.83
68.85
82.58

6.95
5.24
4.53
6.67
4.43
2.00
2.00
4.49

Average
(µg /m3)
34.21
32.93
31.86
30.69
30.15
26.31
24.14
26.77
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Besides the daily eight year average, temporal variation of the annual average is provided in Figure 4-3. From
the graph, we can see that PM10 and NO2 have a negative trend. PM10 annual average gives a lower correlation
(R2 = 0.73) than NO2 (R2 = 0.87). However, the value of the R2 indeed shows significant improvement with
regard to lowering PM10 and NO2 pollutants in the atmosphere. The lower R2 of PM10 compared to NO2 is due
to increases in some years, for example, from 2010 to 2011, 2013 to 2014, and 2015 to 2016. Meanwhile,
NO2 shows a more promising decreased trend line over the years, before rising slightly at the end of the study
period in 2016. On the other hand, ozone has an increasing trend from 2009 to 2016 with the R 2 0.37.
Although it is evident that ozone and NO2 are inversely correlated, the increasing trend of ozone is not as
high as the decreasing trend of NO2. This means there are other factors that influence the forming and sinking
of ozone pollutant in the air.

Figure 4-3: Yearly average of air pollutants concentration from 2009 to 2016

4.2 Temporal variation of pollen from different plant species
Figure 4-4 presents the daily pollen concentration of birch, grass, alder, ash, and mugwort from 2009-2016.
Concentrations clearly fluctuate from day to day and from year to year. The height of the pollen concentration
varies greatly from species to species. Alder and birch reach the highest concentrations with maximum values
up to 1000 pollen/m3 while mugwort only had a maximum of 16 pollen/m3. Alder had the highest pollen
concentration of 1191 pollen/m3 on 7 March 2013 and birch with the highest amount of 1203 pollen/m3 on
20 April 2014. Grass had the highest amount of 494 pollen/m3 on 4 June 2016 and ash had the highest amount
of 526 pollen/m3 on 11 April 2015.
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Figure 4-4: Pollen concentration for birch, grass, alder, ash, and mugwort from 2009 to 2016

The average of the daily pollen concentration per species over the eight years in Figure 4-5 shows the pollen
calendar. The first tree that starts to release its pollen is alder. The first pollen appears in the second half of
December. Pollen concentration rises until the end of December before decreasing in January. After that,
higher increase starts in the beginning of February. The largest alder pollen concentration occurs in the
beginning of March with the eight-year average amount of 310 pollen/m3. Following the peak, alder starts
reducing its pollen release and eventually the alder season ends in mid-April. Thus, the length of alder pollen
season is around four months from mid-December to mid-April. By then the birch and ash pollen season have
already started. Birch and ash both are overlapping each other and partly overlap with alder. The period of
birch pollen is approximately two months, while ash pollen is so far the shortest with only one month. Thus,
the end of ash is around late April or beginning of May, and the last birch pollen appears at the end of May.
The days with the largest average of grass pollen are recorded on 4 – 7 June with the highest 107 pollen/m3
on 4 June. In July the grass pollen concentration starts to decrease. In the third week mugwort appears,
overlapping the grass pollen season. Overall mugwort pollen average and grass pollen average from the end
of July until late September are always lower than 10 pollen/m3. Afterwards, when the mugwort is vanishing
in the last week of August, the grass starts to climb again although the last peak is still not over 10 pollen/m3.
Then, grass pollen completely disappears in the third week of September. In sum, the grass pollen season
which occurs from the third week of April until the third week of September makes this pollen have the most
extended pollen season of five months.
Overall, Figure 4-5 shows that the pollen season in the Netherlands lasts from December to September.
Whereby, there are periods in which different species flower together, so hay fever patients are confronted
with different allergenic pollen at the same time. However, the overlaps in the Figure 4-5 are larger than the
actual due to the average values. The information provided in this pollen calendar can be used by sufferers
to prepare themselves for the pollen season outset.
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Figure 4-5: Daily average concentration of birch, grass, alder, ash, and mugwort pollen for the years 2009 to
2016

Figure 4-6 depicts annual sum of each pollen species. In total, alder has the highest amount from 2009 – 2013
compared to the other four pollens and reached a peak in 2013 with 5822 pollen/m3. In 2014, the highest
peak of birch surpassed the concentration of alder with more than 1000 pollen/m3 difference while in 2015
and 2016 grass pollen was slightly higher. Unlike the study by Ziello et al. (2012) with increasing proportional
annual change across Europe for alder, birch and alder pollen, the result of this study shows that in the
Netherlands they have decreasing trends.

Figure 4-6: Yearly concentration of birch, grass, alder, ash, and mugwort pollen (2009 – 2016)
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4.3 Temporal variation of hay fever symptoms
This section focusses on the temporal variation in hay fever symptoms reported by participants of the
Allergieradar project. Figure 4-7 depicts the daily average of hay fever symptoms and the number of
observations. The Allergieradar project started on 13 May 2009. Therefore, the corresponding analysis with
air pollutants and pollen data will follow this date.
The orange line in Figure 4-7 represents the average symptom scores reported by participants in the
corresponding days. There are missing values creating the gaps because I only included the symptoms
average that is derived from more than ten observations a day. In 30 – 31 May 2009, the scores were recorded
as the highest with the average of 7.52 and 7.71, respectively. The second highest symptom score is 7.47 in
19 June 2013 and 5 June 2016. The highest scores mostly occur in June when the grass pollen season also
reaches a peak. Meanwhile, the lowest numbers of symptoms scores were reported in autumn and winter
2009/2010. In general, from the graph we can see that there is an increasing trend line of hay fever symptom
scores.
Number of participants indicated by the blue line showed that in 2013 and 2014 there were significantly more
patients reported than in the other years. The number of observations in these two years is more than 10,000
in total considering one participant uploaded only one score in each day. Next, the second greatest number
is in 2009 with 7094 observations, while the last two lowest are in 2015 and 2016 with 4951 and 4193
observations, respectively. Thus, the symptoms scores derived from days in 2013 and 2014 are considerably
high with peaks nearly reaching 7.5. In other words, it is expected that people who suffer severe symptoms
tend to submit their scores more enthusiastically through the app.

Figure 4-7: Daily average of hay fever symptoms score reported by participants (2009-2016) and the number of
observations/day
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4.4 Temporal variation of hay fever symptoms based on gender difference
Figure 4-8 presents the average daily symptoms scores reported by males and females. The average was
based on more than 10 observation daily symptoms scores for each female and male category. The height of
the symptom scores between female and male differs significantly. The average symptom score over the
whole period for females (N=1020) is 5.21 while the average symptom score for males (N=884) is 4.58 (Figure
4-9). Females often report higher symptom scores than males. Only in 2014 and sometimes in 2016, male
participants had higher symptoms scores than female in average.

Figure 4-8: Hay fever symptoms variation of female and male with more than 10 participants/day

Figure 4-9: Mean symptoms scores from female and male based on all days with more than 10 symptoms
scores for both males and females during the whole study period
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INFLUENCE OF AIR POLLUTANTS AND/OR
POLLEN ON HAY FEVER SYMPTOMS
In this chapter, I answer the third research question “Which combination of air pollutants and/or pollen
species explain the variation in hay fever symptoms?” Here, I describe the result of a multiple regression
analysis with stepwise method whereby all pollutants and pollen from five different species act as predictors
towards the dependent variable hay fever symptoms. The investigation considered the daily and weekly
average symptom scores regarding eyes, nose, and lungs, as well as the maximum scores given for all three
together.
First of all, before starting the principal analysis of multiple regression analysis, some assumptions need to
be addressed. Without fulfilling the assumptions required, multiple regression analysis cannot proceed. In
this analysis, all the assumptions of existence, independence, linearity, homoscedasticity, normality, and
multicollinearity are accepted, and therefore the result is reliable. The statistical analysis of the assumption
is delivered in appendix 1.
Table 5-1 provides the variables that explain the daily and weekly variability in symptom scores. In weekly
variations, the predictors response better than the daily variation indicated by the larger R2 for all types of
symptoms. The variation in symptoms score is best explained by the predictors for eye symptoms followed
by overall, nose, and lungs symptoms, respectively. The order is the same for both daily and weekly values.
Pollen of grass, birch, and alder appear to be the most explanatory variables. Grass always comes first in the
daily values in every kind of symptoms except for lungs while birch pollen seems to be the most important
variable to explain lung symptoms on a daily scale. With regard to pollen in weekly variation, birch pollen
comes first in all types of symptoms followed by alder and grass. To explain the day to day variation, ash and
mugwort pollen concentrations apparently are included as explanatory factors, except for lungs symptoms.
Yet, on a weekly basis ash and mugwort do not seem to show a significant difference. Only in eyes symptoms
ash pollen barely appears. The effect of birch and alder pollen are more dominant if averaged out to weekly
scale than daily.
Ozone is clearly the most important air pollutant and comes first in all symptoms considering the weekly
values. As mentioned in section 4.1, NO2 has a negative correlation and has been proved when executed
using the stepwise linear regression. In the analysis, ozone and NO2 seem to have significant contribution in
explaining the symptoms score variation both daily and weekly. PM10 only seems to explain the variation in
nose symptoms at a daily scale. However, the coefficient of the PM10 also has a negative sign.

Table 5-1: Significant predictors on hay fever symptoms variation from air pollutants and pollen
Symptoms
Eyes
Nose
Daily

Weekly

Lungs
Overall
Eyes
Nose
Lungs
Overall

Significant predictors
Grass, birch, alder, O3, NO2, ash, mugwort
Grass, birch, alder, O3, NO2, ash, mugwort,
PM10
Birch, O3, grass, alder
Grass, birch, alder, O3, NO2, ash, mugwort
O3, birch, alder, grass, NO2, ash
O3, birch, alder, grass, NO2
O3, birch, alder, grass, NO2
O3, birch, alder, grass, NO2

R2
.385
.356
.235
.361
.501
.440
.351
.444
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Table 5-2 exhibit the equations of the significant predictors. From the equation, it is expected that if the
patients have zero exposure to all predictors selected in this study, patients still experience and report hay
fever symptoms. Thus, other factors influence the severity of hay fever symptoms. Figure 5-1 shows that
symptom scores are recorded when there is no or only a small amount of pollen recorded. However, in
November, the month with the lowest amount of pollen, the number of symptom scores reported is below
10. This indicates that not many people experience hay fever symptoms. Furthermore, from Table 5-2 the
coefficient of NO2, PM10, and mugwort always shows negative correlations towards all kinds of symptoms.
The complete statistical outcome for this chapter will be given in Appendix 2.
Table 5-2: Model equations for eyes, nose, lungs, and overall hay fever symptoms derived from daily and
weekly data
Symptoms
Eyes

Nose

Lungs

Overall

Daily
Y = 2.352 + 0.143 grass + 0.142 birch + 0.106
alder + 0.006 O3 – 0.008 NO2 + 0.05 ash –
0.099 mugwort
Y = 3.052 + 0.152 grass + 0.136 birch + 0.091
alder + 0.006 O3 – 0.007 NO2 + 0.046 ash –
0.112 mugwort – 0.002 PM10
Y = 2.080 + 0.105 birch + 0.005 O3 + 0.056 grass
+ 0.044 alder – 0.005 NO2
Y = 3.418 + 0.160 grass + 0.151 birch + 0.110
alder + 0.008 O3 – 0.008 NO2 + 0.050 ash –
0.138 mugwort

Weekly
Y = 2.356 + 0.008 O3 + 0.174 birch +
0.144 alder + 0.156 grass – 0.016
NO2 + 0.064 ash
Y = 2.882 + 0.009 O3 + 0.193 birch +
0.124 alder + 0.153 grass – 0.014
NO2
Y = 1.993 + 0.008 O3 + 0.126 birch +
0.067 alder + 0.051 grass – 0.010
NO2
Y = 3.358 + 0.010 O3 + 0.216 birch +
0.153 alder + 0.163 grass – 0.016
NO2

Below is the combined graph of hay fever symptoms for days with more than ten observations a day of pollen
(Figure 5-1) and air pollutants (Figure 5-2). As we can see, the number of hay fever symptoms is higher in
days with more pollen. During the peak of birch and grass pollen the hay fever symptoms also reaches a peak.
For example, these concurrences are demonstrated in 2010, 2012, and 2014.

Figure 5-1: Pollen and hay fever symptoms daily variation from 2009 to 2016
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Similar to pollen and hay fever symptoms, ozone and hay fever symptoms also seem to follow the same
pattern in Figure 5-2. Although it is not as concurrent as pollen, visually, the pattern of hay fever symptoms
is around the high ozone regimes. Often, the hay fever symptoms reach its maximum height during the
growing phase of ozone and not in the peaks value. In other words, there are some lags between the start of
high hay fever symptoms and the peak of ozone concentration. This situation is also explained in the
regression analysis that in daily changes, the pollen influences the hay fever symptoms more than ozone.

Figure 5-2: Air pollutants and hay fever symptoms daily variation from 2009 to 2016

In addition, Figure 5-3 and Figure 5-4 of weekly variation below confirm the higher R2 stated in the previous
Table 5-1. Visually, both associations of hay fever symptoms with pollen and air pollutants especially ozone,
give a better concurrence than in daily variation. It is more apparent that the fluctuations in hay fever
symptoms follow the changes in pollen concentration and weekly ozone variation.
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Figure 5-3: Weekly average pollen concentration and hay fever symptoms from 2009 to 2016

Figure 5-4: Weekly average concentration of air pollutants and hay fever symptoms from 2009 to 2016
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COMBINED EXPOSURE TO POLLEN AND
AIR POLLUTANTS ON HAY FEVER
SYMPTOMS SCORES
In this chapter, I answer the fourth research question “Does a combined exposure to air pollutants and pollen
result in significantly different symptoms scores?”. The research question aims to know what kind of
condition of hay fever symptoms is worse, regarding the exposure to pollen and pollutants.
To determine the impact of combined exposure, I grouped the days of more than 10 observations/day from
2009 - 2016 period into the four categories presented (see Table 6-1). For each group, I determined the mean
symptom score of eyes, nose, lung, and overall hay fever symptoms (Figure 6-1).
Table 6-1: Categorisation of ozone and pollen combination with corresponding occurrence days
Category

Number of days

Percentage (%)

High pollen - high ozone

168

9.32

High pollen - low ozone

185

10.26

Low pollen - high ozone

326

18.08

Low pollen - low ozone

927

51.41

No pollen - high ozone

8

0.44

No pollen - low ozone

189

10.48

In general, the order of the average symptoms scores from high to low is “high pollen – high ozone”, “high
pollen – low ozone”, “low pollen – high ozone”, “low pollen – low ozone”, “no pollen – high ozone”, and “no
pollen – low ozone”. The mean symptoms scores derived for each category mostly significantly differ from
one to another, except in lung symptom. In Figure 6-1, the error bars between high pollen – low ozone and
low pollen – high ozone overlap with the average scores of 2.92 and 2.83, respectively. Because of the rare
case of no pollen – high ozone days, the error bar is the largest among the categories. When we take into
account overall hay fever symptom which means it can be from eyes, nose, and lung, the average scores
seem considerably higher. The higher average symptom score is 5.59 for overall hay fever symptom
representing high pollen – high ozone condition.
Moreover, the plots tell us that exposure to high pollen – high ozone condition affect the nose symptom
more than the eyes and lung. Above all, the combination circumstances of pollen and ozone have less effect
in lung symptom based on the result that the average symptoms scores only ranged between 1.91 to 3.12.
Meanwhile, for eyes is 2.06 to 4.25, nose between 2.73 to 4.91, and overall symptoms varies between
average scores of 3.17 and 5.59.
The principal interpretation of these charts is that in low pollen regime, increased ozone concentration
significantly affects the hay fever symptom than in high pollen condition. Similarly, under low ozone, higher
pollen leads to a considerably higher symptoms score than the score changes in high ozone condition. So, I
found that a concentration increases of one variable either ozone or pollen from a low concentration to a
high concentration significantly increases the hay fever symptoms. More importantly, an exposure to both
high pollen and high ozone leads to an even higher symptom score.
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Figure 6-1: Mean symptoms scores for eyes (a), nose (b), lungs (c) and overall (d) for five combinations of
ozone concentration and overall pollen concentration over the period 2009 till 2016

The analysis above has also been done for ozone in combination with only grass pollen. Table 6-2 provides
the number of days during the study period that meet the criteria for the four different groups. Only days
with more than 10 observations of symptom scores were included in the analysis.
Table 6-2: Categorisation of ozone and grass combination with corresponding occurrence days
Category

Number of days

Percentage (%)

High grass - high ozone

69

11.04

High grass - low ozone

23

3.68

Low grass - high ozone

85

13.60

Low grass - low ozone

251

40.15

No grass - high ozone

8

1.28

No grass - low ozone

189

30.24

Chapter 5 of results showed that ozone is the most significant pollutant regarding hay fever symptoms as
well as grass regarding the pollen. Therefore, Figure 6-2 is added to investigate how combined exposure to
(high/low) ozone and (high/low) grass pollen influence the amount of hay fever symptoms. Evidently, the
expected highest symptoms scores are aggregated from days with high grass pollen and high ozone
concentration. The values are 5.57 for overall hay fever symptoms, 3.01 for lung symptom, 4.93 for nose
symptom, and 4.19 for eyes symptom.
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Particularly in the high grass – low ozone category, no sufficient data makes the error bars large. Therefore,
it does not seem to be a significant difference between the low grass – high ozone categories in all kind of
symptoms. In lung symptoms, the order of the mean scores is different from the other symptoms because
no grass – high ozone is higher than low grass – low ozone. While in other symptoms it is the other way
around. The large error bars in no grass – high pollen and high grass – low pollen is due to the small numbers
of concurrence days. In addition, because here I selected days with zero pollen of birch, alder, mugwort, and
ash, the no grass average scores and the number of days between overall pollen and only grass pollen analysis
are the same.
Similar with all pollen result, looking at all kinds of symptoms in Figure 6-2 gives a conclusion that the higher
the amount of grass pollen, the lower the impact of ozone pollutant towards hay fever symptoms. For
example, in overall hay fever symptoms, low grass pollen concentration has a score different of 0.85, and for
high grass pollen condition, the difference is about 0.65.

a

b

c

d

Figure 6-2: Mean symptoms scores for eyes (a), nose (b), lungs (c) and overall (d) for five combinations of
ozone concentration and grass pollen concentration over the period 2009 till 2016
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DISCUSSION
My main findings are that the concentration of air pollutants, pollen concentration and hay fever symptoms
vary considerably throughout the year. The variation in pollen symptoms is to a large extent explained by the
variation in pollen and air pollutant concentrations. Exposure to both pollen and ozone results in more
symptoms than exposure to only pollen or only ozone. In this chapter, I discuss the limitations of the study
(Section 7.1) and explain how the results relate to state of the art (section 7.2).

7.1 Limitations
7.1.1 Number of observations
In determining the daily hay fever symptoms score, I averaged all available symptom scores per day
throughout the Netherlands. Thus, I did not take into account the fact that the people who report in one day
very likely are (partly) different from the other days. For example, on one day more reports come from people
with relatively more severe hay fever symptoms while the next day more people with mild symptoms report.
The location from where people report also varies from day to day. This might result in a situation that on a
specific day relatively more reports come from the north of the country where the birch trees are not yet
flowering. In the next day, more participants from the south are reporting from a region where the birch
trees are already flowering, and the birch pollen concentration is higher.
In an ideal analysis, you have a fixed group of people reporting hay fever symptoms close to the pollen
monitoring station and the air quality monitoring station. I assumed, however, that the symptom scores
reported are normally distributed and that if we take the average of a sufficient amount of scores per day it
will lower the impact of extreme values and smoothen the variation in hay fever symptom scores (see Figure
7-1). The question is of course, what the sufficient amount of scores is for this analysis. I used the threshold
of more than ten symptom scores per day. The multiple linear regression shows a higher R2 when determining
the variables that influence the symptoms scores variation after the elimination of days below the threshold.
The more observations per day will result in more robust and reliable findings.
Figure 7-2 depicts how the symptom scores average changes from five different days with more than 25
observations a day. Each selected day was calculated as an average of random values of 2, 5, 10, 15, 20, and
all (>25) observation scores. Below ten observations the mean symptom scores significantly fluctuate, while
above that the values changes are smoother. In this case, I did not select the >20-observations days because
it is likely that high pollen concentration will dominate the cause of hay fever symptoms. To prove this, I rerun the regression analysis and the result shows that only pollen appears as predictors with none of the
pollutant (Appendix 3). Nonetheless, the result of the re-analysis is in agreement with the outcome in Chapter
6 that in high pollen concentration regime, air pollutants especially ozone will no longer take effect in
explaining hay fever symptoms variation.
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Figure 7-1: Daily average of hay fever symptoms with an indication of value from (a) all daily
observations (b) more than ten observations per day
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Figure 7-2: Symptoms scores average of number of observations per day

7.1.2 One pollen monitoring station and one air quality station
In my analysis, I used hay fever symptom data reported from all over the country while the pollen data were
only available from the Leiden University Medical Centre (LUMC), located in the east of the Netherlands.
Moreover, the air quality data were obtained from only one station. I assumed that the day to day variation
in both pollen concentration and air pollution is somewhat similar in a large part of the Netherlands. Figure
7-3a demonstrates the similarity of ash pollen concentration measured in LUMC and Elkerliek stations with a
relatively high R2 of 0.68. Alder, birch, and grass pollen also show a positive correlation. Hence a high pollen
concentration in one station is likely to coincide with a higher pollen concentration in another station.
However, the differences in R2 between Elkerliek and LUMC are larger for birch and grass.
Likewise, the daily average of air pollutants is very much alike between two stations of Wekerom in Ede
(central Netherlands) and Rebecquestraat in The Hague (west Netherlands). All the trend lines are positive,
which means an increase of pollutants concentration in Wekerom also indicates an increase in
Rebecquestraat. The R2 of the correlation are 0.32, 0.45 and 0.60 for PM10, O3 and NO2, respectively.
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Figure 7-3: The correspondence of pollen measurement of (a) ash, (b) birch, (c) alder, and (d) grass in Leiden
University Medical Centre (LUMC) and Elkerliek hospital

b

a

c

Figure 7-4: The correspondence of daily average measurement of (a) O3, (b) PM10, and (c) NO2 concentration
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The pollen counting station at the LUMC in Leiden and the air pollutant measurement station in Wekerom
are not close to each other. However, the study is still promising because both locations still represent the
main hay fever observation areas. Figure 7-5 displays the number of observations submitted per postal code
area during the study period. It is evident that enthusiastic participants are mainly distributed around the
central and west part of the Netherlands where the air pollutants and pollen measurements also took place.

Figure 7-5: Spatial distribution of hay fever symptom scores extracted from Allergieradar.nl in the Netherlands
(2009 – 2016)

7.1.3 Pollen thresholds from various literature and study areas
The pollen thresholds used in this study are based on recent literature where the patients started to
experience the symptoms. As for birch pollen, I used 100 pollen/m3 from Grundström et al. (2017) wherein
Sweden it is defined as high level. Lower than birch, grass pollen threshold is 80 pollen/m3 established in
Kiotseridis et al. (2013). They found that 0 – 30 pollen/m3 giving no symptoms in an experimental group and
30 – 80 pollen/m3 giving intermediate symptoms. Therefore, 80 pollen/m3 can be assumed as high threshold
regarding the effect to evoke allergic symptoms.
I opt the threshold values of mugwort and alder pollen from polish publication Rapiejko et al. (2007) which
are 55 pollen/m3 and 85 pollen/m3, respectively. The values selected correspond to “symptoms in everyone
investigated”. Lastly, for ash pollen threshold, I integrated the amount from olive pollen clinical symptoms
(Spain) in Brito et al. (2011) due to the limited data of ash pollen threshold. However, despite both are also
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in the same family, Barderas et al. (2005) proved that there is a comparable prevalence between sensitisation
from recombinant Fra e 1 (ash allergen) and Ole e 1 (olive allergen).

7.1.4 Hay fever patients or not?
There is no guarantee that people who reported their symptom score are hay fever patients. The uncertainty
remains that there might be some people who report their symptoms without actually having it. As
mentioned in the literature review, hay fever symptom or allergic rhinitis is not always triggered by outdoor
pollutants. There are other factors including indoor allergens, genetics, food allergens, and occupational
agents that provoke allergic rhinitis (Bousquet et al., 2008). Furthermore, the IgE binding between pollen and
food further complicates the diagnosis. This means that although they apparently have hay fever symptoms,
the scores uploaded might not only be generated by pollen exposure. However, we do see that in general
people who indicated that they are sensitive to only birch pollen mainly report during the birch pollen season.

7.1.5 Weather factors not included
Weather factors are expected to contribute to hay fever symptoms variation both directly and indirectly. A
study conducted by Silverberg et al. (2015) concludes that precipitation, humidity, UV index, temperature,
and Palmer hydrological drought index (PHDI) influence the prevalence of hay fever symptoms. However, in
the present study, weather factors are not included. The logic is that those weather factors might crosscorrelate with the air pollutants existence. For example, ozone concentration may explain UV index and
temperature. Besides, although precipitation plays an essential role in allergens dispersal by osmotic shock,
it causes thunderstorm asthma instead of hay fever symptoms (Taylor and Jonsson, 2004). Yet, future studies
could consider weather factors to see whether there is a different result on the contribution of air pollutants
in aggravating hay fever symptoms.

7.2 Comparison with state of the art
7.2.1 Overall study
The study of combining the air pollutants and pollen on hay fever symptoms scores obtained from citizen
science is the first in the Netherlands. Previous studies, for instance, mainly focused on traffic-related air
pollutants to allergic sensitization, mortality, respiratory disease, and cardiovascular diseases (Janssen et al.,
2003; Beelen et al., 2007; Brunekreef et al., 2009; Boezen et al., 1999; ), pollen and allergy (Weger et al.,
2011), pollen modelling and forecast (Scheifinger et al., 2013; Spieksma and Nikkels 1998), hay fever
symptoms forecast (Weger et al., 2014), and farm exposure to hay fever symptoms (Smit et al., 2007).
Furthermore, several studies from other countries that used a similar method did not directly associate air
pollutants and/or pollen counts to symptoms scores reported by the sufferers. Instead, they correlate air
pollutant concentration and pollen counts with hospital visit (Zhang et al., 2018; Sunyer et al., 2002; Gleason
et al., 2014) and antihistamine sales (Grundström et al., 2017; Sánchez-Mesa et al., 2005; Guilbert et al.,
2016). However, studies between the interactions of air pollutants and pollen that lead to respiratory allergy
have been well established.
The results are also reliable due to the large amount of data collected. The Allergieradar.nl project managed
to involve 5,512 people who all together submitted 57,048 observation during the study period. Even with
the reduction of observations due to the criteria of excluding those days with only ten or fewer observations,
still 51,293 symptoms scores were included in the analysis. In the dataset with daily air pollutant
concentration, only a small number of days is missing. For pollen dataset, the missing values are assumed to
be caused by the absence of pollen in the air, mostly outside the flowering season of each vegetation type.
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The result shows that the variables which explain the variation in the level of hay fever symptoms vary if you
aggregate the data on a weekly or daily basis. In the daily analysis, grass pollen always comes first in explaining
the symptoms except for lung, while birch pollen dominates the regression results in the weekly inquiry. One
critical remark is that in daily analysis, pollen is executed as the most significant predictor, and in weekly,
ozone appears first prior to the pollen with the same order in every symptom. The possible reason for this is
the length of the pollen period that affects the weekly average. In addition, the lag time of ozone exposure
to affect human health could be one of the explanations. For example, ozone daily data does not correlate
well with daily symptoms in the same days because the exposure at that time affects the patients within two
or three days. Thus, with a weekly aggregation ozone will be better regressed than with a daily aggregation.
The fact that grass pollen moves to the fourth place in the weekly analysis might be explained by the
dominant ozone which depresses the influence of grass pollen and later complemented by birch pollen. That
is why birch pollen comes as the second explanatory variable just after ozone in the weekly output.
Furthermore, these daily and weekly analysis should not be a methodological issue as both show compatible
results. To support the rationale, a study by Recio et al. (2012) used both daily and weekly fluctuations of
meteorological variables for modelling two airborne fungal spores of Alternaria and Cladosporium in Spain.
The study also found that higher regression coefficient and correlation were obtained using weekly data.

7.2.2 Impact of air pollutants on hay fever symptoms
The literature review (section 3.1 and 3.2) confirmed that both air pollutants and pollen have their own effect
on human health. The amount of health problems caused depend on the concentration of the pollen,
pollutants and the pollen type. At a certain level of concentration, they create an acute effect and, in some
cases, can cause death. A study by D’ Amato et al. (2002) has clearly explained the mechanism on how air
pollutants aggravate hay fever symptoms triggered by pollen allergens. Air pollutants can increase the
allergenicity of pollen and affect the airway system which leads to an increase of susceptibility towards pollen
exposure. However, to what extent each pollutant influences the hay fever symptoms is still unclear as it
depends on various factors both from the individual condition and other external circumstances.
7.2.2.1 The NO2 negative correlation
Bernstein et al. (2004) showed that NO2 has an adverse impact on human health, especially respiratory
inflammation. However, in this study NO2 has a negative correlation with hay fever symptoms. The reason is
the inverse relation between ozone and NO2, especially in urban areas (Munir et al., 2015; Munir et al., 2014;
Jenkin, 2004). I described this mechanism in Section 3.1 and 4.1. Figure 4-2 clearly shows that NO2
concentration is highest during winter time when there is no or hardly any pollen in the atmosphere.
Variation of the three datasets of pollen, air pollutants, and hay fever symptoms were identified. Air
pollutants and pollen were displayed in daily concentration, daily aggregation of eight years average, and
yearly average. For air pollutants, the results showed that the pattern of ozone and NO2 are in agreement
with various studies that theoretically and observationally proved that ozone and NO2 always have inverse
variation especially in an urban area.
In fact, high NO2 indicates low ozone, and that is why symptoms scores average is considerably low. The
mechanism of ozone and NO2 interaction has been mentioned in the previous sections. NO2 will always have
a negative value when it is regressed together with ozone.
7.2.2.2 The PM10 concentration on the first January
Meanwhile, from daily aggregated eight-year average, PM10 variation revealed an interesting result that on
the first of January the average concentration was 2 to 5 times higher than on other days. It is expected that
the New Year’s Eve is underlying the phenomenon. Correspondingly, specific studies which assessed air
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pollution during fireworks displays unveiled that particulate matter is the primary pollutant (Song et al., 2017;
Peshin et al., 2017; Lin, 2016; Nasir and Brahmaiah, 2015). The concentrations were 4 – 6 times higher in
Jinan, North China (Song et al., 2017) and reached 35 times higher during the festival day compared to the
days before in Vadodara city, India (Nasir and Brahmaiah, 2015). It was also evident that the particulate
matter is abundant in a smaller size than PM10 (Dickerson et al., 2017; Feng et al., 2016).
Even worse, fireworks combustion is associated with co-emission of VOCs (i.e. polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons) and short/near UV radiation due to the high temperature which later forms an artificial ozone
in the night-time (Fiedrich et al., 2017; Pongpiachan et al., 2017). Following those discoveries, we could
expect that on the first of January, there would be a higher score for hay fever symptoms. However, during
the eight years of the study period, only in 2012, 2013, and 2014 have more than ten observations and the
hay fever symptoms recorded is also considered low, ranging from 2.1 to 4.0 score. To this extent, short-term
exposure to PM does not aggravate the hay fever symptoms.

7.2.2.3 Less effect and negative correlation of PM10
In this analysis, PM10 contributes less to the aggravation of hay fever symptoms. PM10 only appears in the
nose symptom with daily data regression analysis and has a negative correlation towards the mean symptom
scores. The case is in agreement with Hiltermann et al. (1997), where they did not find any association
between PM10 and inflammatory parameters of nasal lavage from asthmatic patients. The study suggests that
there are two plausible explanations for the disproved effect of PM10 towards the inflammation, especially in
the nose. The first possibility is the patients might not have been exposed to the specific PM10 from traffic
high-diesel emission. Second, PM10 is not efficiently accumulated in the nasal mucosa. Instead, it precipitates
deeper into the lung. However, the result in chapter 5 suggests that PM10 also does not appear in lung
symptoms in both daily and weekly analysis.
Likewise, a study in Bangkok by Preutthipan et al. (2004) did not find any association between PM10 and
aggravation of lower airways inflammation. But they did see that an elevated PM10 associated well with
runny/stuffed nose in asthmatic children. In addition, another study suggests that an association between
PM10 and a respiratory symptom is hard to find, except in children with chronic respiratory symptoms (van
der Zee et al., 1999). In Incheon - South Korea, a study also found that PM10 concentration < 150 µg/m3 did
not exaggerate the allergy symptoms in hay fever sufferers (Kang et al., 2015). While at Wekerom station,
the concentration of PM10 with more than 150 µg/m3 is only five days out of eight years study period. In sum,
the less and negative correlation of PM10 on hay fever symptoms exacerbation could be either due to
unexposed patients to traffic emission PM10 or the amount of PM10 is not that significant to influence the
severity of hay fever symptoms.
Statistically, as well as NO2, PM10 showed lower concentration during summer when ozone is relatively high.
Therefore, the output of stepwise regression analysis of PM10 indicates an adverse correlation. The lower
PM10 concentration measured in summer is due to the higher temperature that encompass atmospheric
stability which is then responsible for turbulence and vertical wind (Munir et al., 2016). Therefore, PM10
dispersed to broader and higher atmospheric column and was recorded lower in the surface observation.
7.2.2.4 Ozone and grass pollen combination
The result provides firm evidence that ozone is the most significant variable to influence hay fever symptoms
compared to PM10 and NO2. The result is in line with other studies that associate ozone with pollen-induced
allergy. A statistical research by Gleason et al. (2014) on ozone, PM2.5, and pollen on asthma events revealed
that ozone on the same day (lag0) associates well with the emergency department visit by pediatric asthma
patients. Similar to the study, this thesis also used the same day analysis for pollen, air pollutants, and hay
fever symptoms. Furthermore, Holz et al. (2002) established that repeated exposure to high ozone level elicit
responses to allergen inhalation and enhances mucosal inflammation. The effect is more significant in
subjects that have been indicated to suffer from allergic airway diseases (Holz et al., 2002).
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Kiotseridis et al. (2013) have found that grass pollen-induced allergy will last around five days after the
exposure. However, they did not find indications of symptoms aggravation during the exposure day. In
contrast, the present study showed a significant result when combining pollen in general (Figure 6-1) or only
grass pollen (Figure 6-2) with ozone. High pollen and high ozone event evidently increase mean symptoms
scores in the concurrent days. According to the result, it has been proved that under low pollen regime
especially grass pollen, an increase of ozone concentration plays a more important role in aggravating the
severity of hay fever symptoms than in high pollen episode.

7.2.3 Higher symptoms scores on female
Additional analysis has been performed to find out the contribution of personal factors, one of them is a
gender difference. The results show that females are more susceptible to hay fever symptoms compared to
males. The average calculation based on more than ten observations per day for both males and females
shows a significant result where females have a higher average symptoms score. An observational study by
Larsson et al. (2007) found that males and females in the different stage of age are affected differently by
allergic rhinitis. Notably, females tend to suffer more health-related conditions than males. In line with this,
Vrijlandt et al. (2005) conducted a study on young adults premature-born and demonstrated that aged to
adulthood women are more vulnerable to respiratory symptoms. Additionally, the researcher has found that
both asthma and hay fever associate well with irregular menstruation (Jensen-Jarolim & Untersmayr, 2008).
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CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION
The purpose of my study was to determine the influence of air pollutants in combination with pollen on hay
fever symptoms in the Netherlands. Many studies, both experimental and observational recognised that
indeed air pollutants aggravate allergy diseases, including allergic rhinitis or hay fever symptom.
Nevertheless, to the best of our knowledge, this thesis study is the first to analyse the impact of air pollutants
with citizen science data of hay fever symptoms in the Netherlands.
Air pollutants have direct and indirect impacts on human health. Many studies undoubtedly proof that air
pollutants can cause an acute effect on the human respiratory system and some associate it with mortality
and other diseases. This study employs three pollutants namely O3 (ozone), PM10 and NO2. Based on the
literature, I conclude that these pollutants have their own effect on human health, for example, tropospheric
ozone decreases the lung function, PM10 and an increase in mortality, and NO2 regarding its contribution to
an inflammatory response in the airways. Furthermore, pollutants can collide with pollen grain and the
smaller particulate of pollutants attached to the pollen surface. Experimental studies have found that the
pollutants if attached to the pollen, alter the allergenicity and quantity of the protein in pollen. Thus, people
who are allergic to pollen might have more severe symptoms if exposure to pollen is combined with exposure
to air pollutants.
During the study period from 2009 to 2016 the concentration of pollutants, pollen and hay fever symptoms
scores varies throughout the years. There is an inverse correlation between ozone and NO2. Ozone is higher
during summer and lower in winter, while NO2 is lower in summer and higher during winter. From the
aggregated eight years average, PM10 concentrations are clearly higher during winter and spring. For pollen,
each species has their own seasonal flowering. Alder flowers during winter until spring. Birch and ash flower
from the end of March till the end of May. Grass starts flowering in April, reaching a peak during summer
(June-July) and vanished in September, and mugwort is overlapping with grass pollen in August. Accordingly,
hay fever symptoms coincide with these five pollen seasons and are highest during grass and birch pollen
seasons. There appears to be a difference between the level of hay fever symptoms of males and females.
The female's average score is significantly higher than males. For both males and females, the level of hay
fever symptoms increased during the study period.
To determine the factors that explain the variation of average daily and weekly hay fever symptoms (eyes,
nose, lungs and overall), I performed a stepwise regression analysis. The R2 for all types of symptoms are
always higher in the weekly regression. The day to day variation is mainly explained by pollen. Except in lungs
symptoms, the grass always comes first in the regression output followed by birch, alder, O3, NO2, and ash
(PM10 appears only in nose symptoms). In the weekly, symptoms are mainly explained by ozone followed by
birch, alder, grass, and NO2, (ash appears only in eyes symptoms). Of the different types of symptoms, the
variables best explain the eyes symptom at both daily and weekly resolution. Although the literature suggests
that exposure to NO2, PM10, and mugwort pollen are likely to have a negative health impact, in my analysis
these appeared to have a negative coefficient, suggesting that a higher exposure leads to less symptoms.
The regression analysis showed clearly that both pollen and air pollutants explain the daily and weekly
variation in hay fever symptoms. My analysis also showed that combined exposure to air pollutants and
pollen result in significantly higher symptoms scores. In high pollen episode, an addition of ozone makes the
symptoms increase even higher, and the score difference is less than in the low pollen condition. Similarly,
when only grass pollen is taken into account, the mean symptoms scores in high combination are higher than
those in low grass and no grass conditions. To conclude, my study provides important additional evidence for
the fact that hay fever symptoms significantly worsen during air pollution episodes. Therefore, due to the
clear effect of a combined pollen-pollutants exposure, it is recommended to include pollen concentration in
determining the air quality index to communicate with the public. Current air pollution forecast still does not
include pollen, while the hay fever forecast only takes into account the pollen concentration. With further
research to find the best formula to integrate the combination, I believe that the idea could be implemented.
Thus, people will be more aware of the air quality condition in their surroundings.
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Appendices
Appendix 1. Assumption test for multiple linear regression of all variables (Chapter 5)
First, the existence assumption means every value of variable X (independent variable) and variable Y
(dependent variable) are random variables which have mean and variance. The assumption is indicated by a
residual value that closes to zero, and there is non-zero value for the variance or standard deviation. The
analysis of existence assumption was done by using descriptive analysis for the residual variable in SPSS.
Second, I use the Durbin-Watson statistic to know that there is no correlation within the residuals. Thereby,
the value should be ranged between 0 to 4 to accept the independence assumption. Third, I performed the
ANOVA test (overall F test) to assess the linearity of the variables. The result is significant (p-value < alpha),
therefore, I accept the linearity assumption. Next, the homoscedasticity assumption was tested by executed
the residuals scatterplot. If the scatter points are not patterned and spread evenly around the zero, then the
data is a homogeneous variant at each value of X so that the assumption of homoscedasticity is fulfilled. To
address the normality assumption, I executed the Normal P-P plot residual. When the bars are concurrent
with the diagonal curve, then the normality assumption is admitted. Lastly, I conducted the multicollinearity
diagnostic to identify that there is no strong correlation between the independent variables. Then, If VIF
values lie between 1 to 10, it means that there is no multicollinearity.
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Appendix 2. Daily and Weekly Regression Analysis of all variables on each symptom (eyes,
nose, lungs, and overall) (Chapter 5)
Appendix 2.1 Daily Output
•

Overall hay fever symptoms

Model Summaryh
Model
R
R Square Adjusted R Square
Std. Error of the Estimate
1
.343a
.118
.117
1.1528
2
.488b
.238
.237
1.0715
3
.563c
.317
.315
1.0152
4
.588d
.345
.344
.9940
5
.593e
.352
.350
.9895
6
.598f
.357
.355
.9856
7
.601g
.361
.358
.9829
a. Predictors: (Constant), Sqrt Grass
b. Predictors: (Constant), Sqrt Grass, Sqrt Birch
c. Predictors: (Constant), Sqrt Grass, Sqrt Birch, Sqrt Alder
d. Predictors: (Constant), Sqrt Grass, Sqrt Birch, Sqrt Alder, O3
e. Predictors: (Constant), Sqrt Grass, Sqrt Birch, Sqrt Alder, O3, NO2
f. Predictors: (Constant), Sqrt Grass, Sqrt Birch, Sqrt Alder, O3, NO2, Sqrt Fraxinus
g. Predictors: (Constant), Sqrt Grass, Sqrt Birch, Sqrt Alder, O3, NO2, Sqrt Fraxinus, Sqrt Mugwort
h. Dependent Variable: Hay Fever Symptoms

ANOVAa
Model
Sum of Squares
df
Mean Square
F
Sig.
1
Regression
301.960
1
301.960
227.222
Residual
2260.488
1701
1.329
Total
2562.448
1702
2
Regression
610.686
2
305.343
265.956
Residual
1951.762
1700
1.148
Total
2562.448
1702
3
Regression
811.496
3
270.499
262.473
Residual
1750.952
1699
1.031
Total
2562.448
1702
4
Regression
884.723
4
221.181
223.854
Residual
1677.725
1698
.988
Total
2562.448
1702
5
Regression
901.015
5
180.203
184.061
Residual
1661.433
1697
.979
Total
2562.448
1702
6
Regression
915.013
6
152.502
156.998
Residual
1647.435
1696
.971
Total
2562.448
1702
7
Regression
925.032
7
132.147
136.795
Residual
1637.416
1695
.966
Total
2562.448
1702
a. Dependent Variable: Hay Fever Symptoms
b. Predictors: (Constant), Sqrt Grass
c. Predictors: (Constant), Sqrt Grass, Sqrt Birch
d. Predictors: (Constant), Sqrt Grass, Sqrt Birch, Sqrt Alder
e. Predictors: (Constant), Sqrt Grass, Sqrt Birch, Sqrt Alder, O3
f. Predictors: (Constant), Sqrt Grass, Sqrt Birch, Sqrt Alder, O3, NO2
g. Predictors: (Constant), Sqrt Grass, Sqrt Birch, Sqrt Alder, O3, NO2, Sqrt Fraxinus
h. Predictors: (Constant), Sqrt Grass, Sqrt Birch, Sqrt Alder, O3, NO2, Sqrt Fraxinus, Sqrt Mugwort

.000b

.000c

.000d

.000e

.000f

.000g

.000h
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•

Lungs symptom
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•

Eyes symptom
Model Summaryh

Model

R
.336a

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

.499b
.584c
.606d
.613e
.619f
.621g

R Square

Adjusted R Square

.113
.249
.341
.368
.376
.383
.385

Std. Error of the Estimate
.112
.249
.340
.366
.374
.381
.383

1.0156
.9344
.8757
.8583
.8529
.8483
.8468

a. Predictors: (Constant), Sqrt Grass
b. Predictors: (Constant), Sqrt Grass, Sqrt Birch
c. Predictors: (Constant), Sqrt Grass, Sqrt Birch, Sqrt Alder
d. Predictors: (Constant), Sqrt Grass, Sqrt Birch, Sqrt Alder, O3
e. Predictors: (Constant), Sqrt Grass, Sqrt Birch, Sqrt Alder, O3, NO2
f. Predictors: (Constant), Sqrt Grass, Sqrt Birch, Sqrt Alder, O3, NO2, Sqrt Fraxinus
g. Predictors: (Constant), Sqrt Grass, Sqrt Birch, Sqrt Alder, O3, NO2, Sqrt Fraxinus, Sqrt Mugwort
h. Dependent Variable: Eyes symptoms

ANOVAa
Model
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Sum of Squares
Regression

df

Mean Square

F

Sig.

216.477

.000b

246.646
.873

282.487

.000c

224.859
.767

293.192

.000d

181.711
.737

246.688

.000e

148.631
.727

204.324

.000f

126.177
.720

175.328

.000g

108.885

151.851

.000h

223.265

1

223.265

Residual

1754.337

1701

1.031

Total
Regression
Residual
Total
Regression
Residual
Total
Regression
Residual
Total
Regression
Residual
Total
Regression
Residual
Total
Regression

1977.601
493.292
1484.309
1977.601
674.578
1303.023
1977.601
726.845
1250.756
1977.601
743.155
1234.446
1977.601
757.060
1220.542
1977.601
762.196

1702
2
1700
1702
3
1699
1702
4
1698
1702
5
1697
1702
6
1696
1702
7

Residual

1215.405

1695

Total

1977.601

1702

.717

a. Dependent Variable: Eyes symptoms
b. Predictors: (Constant), Sqrt Grass
c. Predictors: (Constant), Sqrt Grass, Sqrt Birch
d. Predictors: (Constant), Sqrt Grass, Sqrt Birch, Sqrt Alder
e. Predictors: (Constant), Sqrt Grass, Sqrt Birch, Sqrt Alder, O3
f. Predictors: (Constant), Sqrt Grass, Sqrt Birch, Sqrt Alder, O3, NO2
g. Predictors: (Constant), Sqrt Grass, Sqrt Birch, Sqrt Alder, O3, NO2, Sqrt Fraxinus
h. Predictors: (Constant), Sqrt Grass, Sqrt Birch, Sqrt Alder, O3, NO2, Sqrt Fraxinus, Sqrt Mugwort
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•

Nose symptom
Model Summaryi

Model

R

R Square

Adjusted R Square

Std. Error of the Estimate

1

.362a

.131

.131

1.0246

2

.500b

.250

.249

.9522

3

.558c

.312

.310

.9126

4

.579d

.335

.334

.8970

5

.587e

.344

.343

.8911

6

.592f

.350

.348

7

.595

g

.354

.351

.8853

8

.596h

.356

.353

.8843

.8873

a. Predictors: (Constant), Sqrt Grass
b. Predictors: (Constant), Sqrt Grass, Sqrt Birch
c. Predictors: (Constant), Sqrt Grass, Sqrt Birch, Sqrt Alder
d. Predictors: (Constant), Sqrt Grass, Sqrt Birch, Sqrt Alder, O3
e. Predictors: (Constant), Sqrt Grass, Sqrt Birch, Sqrt Alder, O3, NO2
f. Predictors: (Constant), Sqrt Grass, Sqrt Birch, Sqrt Alder, O3, NO2, Sqrt Fraxinus
g. Predictors: (Constant), Sqrt Grass, Sqrt Birch, Sqrt Alder, O3, NO2, Sqrt Fraxinus, Sqrt Mugwort
h. Predictors: (Constant), Sqrt Grass, Sqrt Birch, Sqrt Alder, O3, NO2, Sqrt Fraxinus, Sqrt Mugwort, PM10
i. Dependent Variable: Nose symptoms

Model
1
Regression
Residual
Total
2

Regression
Residual
Total

3

Regression
Residual
Total

4

Regression
Residual
Total

5

Regression
Residual
Total

6

Regression
Residual
Total

7

Regression
Residual
Total

8

Regression

Sum of Squares
269.927

ANOVAa
df
Mean Square
1
269.927

F
257.144

Sig.
.000b

1785.562

1701

1.050

2055.489
514.173
1541.316

1702
2
1700

257.087
.907

283.555

.000c

2055.489
640.379
1415.110

1702
3
1699

213.460
.833

256.282

.000d

2055.489
689.214
1366.274

1702
4
1698

172.304
.805

214.138

.000e

2055.489
708.027
1347.462

1702
5
1697

141.605
.794

178.338

.000f

2055.489
720.211
1335.278

1702
6
1696

120.035
.787

152.462

.000g

2055.489
726.974
1328.515

1702
7
1695

103.853
.784

132.503

.000h

2055.489
730.828

1702
8

91.354

116.825

.000i
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Residual

1324.661

1694

Total

2055.489

1702

.782

a. Dependent Variable: Nose symptoms
b. Predictors: (Constant), Sqrt Grass
c. Predictors: (Constant), Sqrt Grass, Sqrt Birch
d. Predictors: (Constant), Sqrt Grass, Sqrt Birch, Sqrt Alder
e. Predictors: (Constant), Sqrt Grass, Sqrt Birch, Sqrt Alder, O3
f. Predictors: (Constant), Sqrt Grass, Sqrt Birch, Sqrt Alder, O3, NO2
g. Predictors: (Constant), Sqrt Grass, Sqrt Birch, Sqrt Alder, O3, NO2, Sqrt Fraxinus
h. Predictors: (Constant), Sqrt Grass, Sqrt Birch, Sqrt Alder, O3, NO2, Sqrt Fraxinus, Sqrt Mugwort
i. Predictors: (Constant), Sqrt Grass, Sqrt Birch, Sqrt Alder, O3, NO2, Sqrt Fraxinus, Sqrt Mugwort, PM10
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Appendix 2.2 Weekly Output

•

Overall hay fever symptoms
Model Summaryf

Model

R

R Square

Adjusted R Square

Std. Error of the Estimate

1

.417a

.174

.171

1.0361

2

.527b

.278

.273

.9699

3

.591c

.350

.343

.9221

4

.657d

.431

.423

.8639

5

.667e

.444

.435

.8552

a. Predictors: (Constant), O3
b. Predictors: (Constant), O3, Sqrt Birch
c. Predictors: (Constant), O3, Sqrt Birch, Sqrt Alder
d. Predictors: (Constant), O3, Sqrt Birch, Sqrt Alder, Sqrt Grass
e. Predictors: (Constant), O3, Sqrt Birch, Sqrt Alder, Sqrt Grass, NO2
f. Dependent Variable: Hay Fever Symptoms

Model
1
Regression
Residual
Total
2

Regression
Residual
Total

3

Regression
Residual
Total

4

Regression
Residual
Total

5

Regression
Residual
Total

Sum of Squares
67.833

ANOVAa
df
1

Mean Square
67.833

323.112

301

1.073

390.945
108.732
282.213

302
2
300

390.945
136.688
254.256

F
63.191

Sig.
.000b

54.366
.941

57.792

.000c

302
3
299

45.563
.850

53.581

.000d

390.945
168.518
222.427

302
4
298

42.129
.746

56.444

.000e

390.945
173.751

302
5

34.750

47.519

.000f

217.194

297

.731

390.945

302

a. Dependent Variable: Hay Fever Symptoms
b. Predictors: (Constant), O3
c. Predictors: (Constant), O3, Sqrt Birch
d. Predictors: (Constant), O3, Sqrt Birch, Sqrt Alder
e. Predictors: (Constant), O3, Sqrt Birch, Sqrt Alder, Sqrt Grass
f. Predictors: (Constant), O3, Sqrt Birch, Sqrt Alder, Sqrt Grass, NO2
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Lungs Symptom
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Eyes Symptom
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Nose Symptom
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Appendix 3. Multilinear regression of >20 observations/day (Overall symptoms)
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